
KNOW THE DANGERS

BE DAMSAFE

lifesaving.com.au

Beware of submerged objects, 
enter feet first

Remain 200m away from dam walls

Swim well away of power craft

Wivenhoe Dam

Changing water depths  
and sudden drop-offs

Always wear a life jacket  
when using watercraft

Avoid alcohol when  
swimming or boating

Ensure children are  
supervised at all times

Avoid swimming alone



KNOW THE DANGERS

BE DAMSAFE
When enjoying our Queensland dams it is important to Be DAMSAFE no matter what you are 

doing, whether it is boating or swimming there are hidden dangers you may not be aware of.

WHAT IS WATERCR AFT?

 

SAFETY TIPS
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SOMERSET DAM
in the past 5 years

RECORDED IN QUEENSLAND DAMS

14
DROWNING DEATHS

3
DROWNING DEATHS

Ensure there is no Danger for:  
Yourself / Bystanders / Patient

Danger

Check for Response by talk  
and touch.

Response

If unresponsive, send for help  
by calling 000.

Send for help

Open airway and ensure it is clear.  
If not, roll patient onto  
their side and clear airway.

Airway

Look, listen and feel for  
breathing. If not breathing normally, 
commence CPR.

Breathing

Start CPR. Give 30 chest  
compressions followed by 2 rescue 
breaths with head tilt.

CPR

Attach Defibrillator if available.  
Turn on and follow voice prompts.

Defibrillation

Small aluminium boats (tinnies)

Motorised watercraft

Sailing boats

Kayaks

Jetskis

Inflatable boats
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Plan ahead and make sure are prepared prior to your trip to a waterway. Ensure you   

have checked the weather forecast prior to your departure and have told a friend or family        

member where you are going and when you are expecting to return. 

All users of watercraft are required to have a correctly fitted lifejacket on board at all times. 

On arrival check conditions, there may be submerged objects and uneven surfaces,  

especially after recent rainfall. Read all signs displayed and comply with the warnings and  

information. 

Drinking alcohol before entering water, whether swimming or boating, increases the risk 

of drowning or injury. When operating a boat you are required to be under the legal limit of 

0.05. The effects of alcohol increase when you are in the sun for prolonged periods of time. 

Don’t drink and swim. 

 

When swimming, ensure you are aware of watercraft operating in the waterway and only    

swim in the designated areas. To ensure your safety avoid swimming near boat ramps. 

Take care when entering the water as water depth may suddenly change and there may be 

sudden drop offs. Always enter the water feet first; never dive, as it may be shallow water. 

Supervise children when they are in and around the waterways.  

Remain away from the dam walls and spill ways as swimming near them is strictly 

prohibited. 

Be SUNSAFE and ensure sunscreen is applied regularly, wear protective clothing, seek 

shade and remain hydrated. 

Take your own supply of bottled water if possible and do not drink water from the dam or 

lake. 

There are no lifeguards or lifesavers at our inland waterways and it may take some time 

for emergency services to reach you. So ensure you have a first aid kit with you and it is 

recommended that you learn basic first aid and CPR.




